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23 very well-known people from the arts, sport, and business worlds discuss just how dyslexia
affected their childhood, how they were able to overcome the challenges and use the unique
strengths of dyslexia to accomplish great success in adulthood.All reveal the enormous
difficulties they faced, the power necessary to overcome them, the crucial importance of adult
support, and how `the different method the brain is wired' in dyslexia has enabled them to see
different things in the world and to use their creativeness in an exceptional way. Darcey Bussell
CBE, Eddie Izzard, Sir Richard Branson, Meg Mathews, Zoe Wanamaker CBE, Richard Rogers,
Benjamin Zephaniah, Steven Naismith, Lynda La Plante CBE, Sir Jackie Stewart OBE, Sophie
Conran and others share their stories, and their tips. They discuss `considering sideways', and
the capability to look at a bigger picture, the often strong visual strength, and the capability to
listen, also to grasp simpleness where other people see just complexity. An intro, and final
section that includes practical information regarding dyslexia, are written with the support of
Dyslexia Action, and a share of profit from the book is going to The British Dyslexia Association.
They also talk about how dyslexia continues to challenge them, and the methods they will have
found to work around this. The publication will be essential reading for teachers and other
professionals, and for family members affected by dyslexia, and inspirational for those who have
dyslexia.
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 My students didn't know who these folks were and therefore were not interested in hearing
about these individuals... This book is an invaluable resource---and easy read---for anyone who
would like to give hope and support to a kid with dyslexia, or who seeks to better understand the
challenges faced by a partner or colleague. British Dyslexics If you are searching for a reserve
filled with British Creative Successful dyslexics then this is the one. Although some of the people
featured are not well known in the U.S. this won't prevent you enjoying the book. Five Stars
Excellent read. The publication is usually touching, inspiring and shaming--some of the treatment
these people received from peers and teachers is actually shocking. Am I by itself in wishing
there was a U. Browse it and learn how you can help the dyslexics in your daily life, and how they
can help you.S. and an audio version of the powerful testimonies? In very clear, simply told
stories, a diverse range of people--a comedian, a dancer, a poet and Virgin's Sir Richard Branson
for example--talk about the way they work best, how they discovered to overcome challenges at
school, and how their challenge may be used as a power. Loved it! The reserve celebrates what
dyslexics CAN do really well, and many useful strategies for navigating a globe filled with
words.This book is an invaluable resource---and easy read---for anyone who wants to give hope
and support .
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